India-in-a-box: A prepackaged business management solution to enable multinational enterprises
implement IT infrastructure faster at their Indian subsidiaries.

India-in-a-box is based on industry standard Microsoft Dynamics ERP and enables companies to seamlessly extend their IT systems
within eight weeks. This solution is built on a robust ERP platform, with the aid of proprietary tools and methodologies developed by
Infosys experts.

Expanding in India:
Challenges and opportunities

Our solution features

Solution benefits

Our prepackaged solution is an end-to-end

The India-in-a-box solution is

Enterprises face four primary challenges

business solution, specifically designed

designed to ‘go-live’ in under eight

when expanding their business to India:

with a focus on `easing the transition’ from

weeks, with minimal customization.

•

legacy systems to a state-of-the-art

It enables easy connectivity to

ERP system.

the enterprise platform of the

Key functionalities built
into our ERP-based solution
include:

parent organization, ensuring easy

Complexity: Complexity in matching
the solution to the systems at the
parent organization

•
•

Specialization: Compliance to industryor vertical-specific requirements
Location: India-specific regulatory,
market, and operational requirements
supported by local resources

•

Flexibility: Adapting to the Indian
business environment and the ability
to initiate, control, and track changes
that impact the total cost of ownership
(TCO), and upgrade deployments

infosys.com

•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial management
Supply chain management
Production management
Service, resource, and project
management
Employee management
Customer management

consolidation of all data. It also
helps achieve the following
business outcomes:

8

Ready-to-use ERP in 8 weeks

•

Standardized processes across

•

Connections between all

Faster time-to-market
Substantial cost benefits
Quick return on investment
Predictable TCO

2
Train

Service coverage
Process workshop, configuration and
testing, training, deployment, go-live
preparation, and post-go-live support

Preconfigured
solution for
Indian market

Best practices

Template-based
data migration

Focused training
for users

Standard rolebased set-ups

•

Reduced transaction processing

•

Fast and error-free

time

communication between all
supply chain partners

Functionalities coverage
1
Configure

warehouses, enabling real-time
inventory status

Regulatory / legal compliance
3
Initiate

businesses and locations

Finance, purchasing, sales and
distribution, inventory and
warehouse management,
manufacturing, and administration

Handholding
support after
project go-live

Implementation

•

Error-free transactions due to

•

Drastically reduced order

•

Consolidated statement of

minimal human intervention

processing timelines

accounts for multiple companies
at headquarters

•

Faster time-to-market

The Infosys advantage
We have embedded several proprietary

users to get aligned to the organizational

We have a team of experienced Microsoft

tools and methodologies in this

processes. Overall, crafted with the

Dynamics ERP resources across functional,

solution to ensure quick and seamless

Infosys expertise and tools, the solution

technical, architectural, and project

implementation. Within eight weeks,

is a comprehensive and one-stop

management streams. In addition, we have

using a three-step method, we complete

solution for all companies establishing

garnered rich experience through multiple

the solution implementation. India-in-a-

subsidiary operations in India.

Dynamics implementations across the

box also includes training, which enables

globe.

Our Microsoft Dynamics AX practice: Key highlights
Partnership with Microsoft

Early mover advantage: Involved in

End-to-end offerings:

for their internal Microsoft

developing solutions on Microsoft

Consulting, package evaluation,

Dynamics AX implementation

products that have not yet been

implementation, rollout,

released to the marketplace

upgrades, and support
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